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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach to the coh-
erency identification technique in interconnected power system
using independent component analysis (ICA). The ICA is applied
to the generator speed and bus angle data to identify the
coherent areas of the system. The results of the application
of ICA using simulated data from 16-machine 68-bus system
model and on data gathered through UK University-based Wide-
Area Measurement System are presented. The approach is able
to identify the cluster of generators and buses following a
disturbance in the system. It is also demonstrated that the
approach is robust in the presence of noise in measured signal,
which is an important factor to be considered for assessing the
effectiveness of any measurement-based technique.
Index Terms—Coherency identification, wide-area measure-
ment, measurement-based, independent component analysis,
power system
I. INTRODUCTION
INTERCONNECTED power networks have suffered fromcascading blackouts over the decades with obvious socio-
economic consequences. The instances of large blackouts have
increased in the last 10 years leading to setting up various
task forces, advisory groups, research programmes, network
operating standard etc. across the world. One award winning
task force formed by the IEEE Power and Energy Society
(PES) has produced a very detail report in [1]. One important
recommendation of the task force is for controlled island-
ing through special protection scheme (SPS). The controlled
islanding minimises the spread and impact of blackouts by
splitting the entire networks into several sustainable islands.
The SPS technology exists and is also being rolled out in
various networks [2]. One important aspect is to determine the
effective set of islands which are stable and sustainable. It is
understood that each island consists of dynamically coherent
group of generators and loads. So it is essential to identify
coherent groups first in order to construct islands. The classical
synchronous generator dynamic model (swing equations only)
has been used to find coherent islands for known set of genera-
tion, demand and network configuration [3]. With the changes
in system operating condition and network configuration, the
elements in the set of coherent generators and buses tend
to vary. Furthermore, the accuracy of the system parameters
(generator, loads and networks) influences the accuracy of
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the technique to obtain coherent islands in the system. These
concerns motivated the researchers to look for measurement-
based coherency identification tools. In the measurement-
based techniques, all the system quantities and variables such
as generator speed, output power, voltage at all nodes are
measured continuously and a snapshot is utilised to find the
coherent groups. The technology of wide-area measurement
[4] is available to get the data across the whole network
measured with time synchronous stamping. It transmits the
data to the transmission control centre in milliseconds time
scale so that the tools to identify coherency has input data
available in less than a second’s time interval.
The objective of this paper is to identify the coherent areas
of power system network by analysing the measured data
obtained from the system. The method is based on multivariate
analysis of the signals, using independent component analysis
(ICA). In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed
approach in identifying the coherent group of generators
and buses, 16-machine 68-bus test system model is used to
generate the measured data using Matlab Simulink. Like other
existing methods, the proposed method is able to identify the
correct coherency group of generators and buses in the system.
The ICA is preferred compared to the other methods because
it is simple, accurate, and robust in filtering out the effect of
noise in practical measured signals.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II describes
the state of the art in coherency identification techniques.
Section III explains the coherency identification technique
through Direction Cosine and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). These techniques are used for comparison. Section
IV elucidates the approach used to utilize ICA for coherency
identification in interconnected power system. Subsequently,
the proposed approach is applied to measurement data sim-
ulated from 16-machine 68-bus system model and actual
WAMS data gathered through UK University-based Wide-
Area Measurement System. The results obtained are analysed
and discussed in Section V. In Section VI, the results obtained
using proposed method is validated and compared with the
results obtained using the direction cosine and PCA approach.
Additionally, the performance robustness of the proposed
algorithm to measurement noise is also tested.
II. STATE OF THE ART
The initial aim of coherency groupings of generators and
buses is to aid the dynamic reduction of the models [5], [6],
2[7]. It is useful for the computational convenience. Researchers
in [3], [8] have used model-based approach. It is based on
the eigenvalue analysis of the linearised model of the system.
The accuracy of this method is reliable if the knowledge of
the prevailing system condition and various parameters are
precise. In practice, it is not always possible. Besides, small
variations of load and generation have insignificant impact on
the coherent group of generators [9]. However, the changes in
topology and significant load variation influence the “loosely
coherent” generators switching from one group to the other.
Hence, as the operating condition and system topology vary
noticeably with time, the coherent areas need to be tracked.
Reference [10] has addressed this issue through continuation
method. Besides being model-based, it is also computationally
intensive.
The accuracy of the measurement-based coherency iden-
tification techniques does not rely on the accuracy of the
system parameters. There are several references in the liter-
ature on the measurement-based coherency identification. The
methodologies underlying these approaches are diverse, e.g.
artificial neural network (ANN) [11], particle swarm optimiza-
tion and k-means (PSO-KM) algorithm [12], graph theory
[13], partitioning around medoids (PAM) [14], hierarchical
clustering [15], self-organizing feature maps [16], Fast-Fourier
transform (FFT) [17], [18], Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT)
[19] and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [20], [21].
Despite having the advantages over model-based approaches,
these techniques have some limitations, for instance, the ANN
algorithm requires excessive off-line training data to train the
neural network in order to identify the coherent generators.
The PSO-KM, graph theory based and PAM algorithms on the
other hand suffer from high computation burden in order to
achieve coherent groups of generator in the system reasonably
fast. The FFT approach has been used to determine coherent
areas of power system but this technique assumes that the
system is linear and the data results from a stationary process,
which is usually not the case in practice. The HHT provides
solution to non-linear and non-stationary process, however,
it is difficult to visualise the coherent groups of generators
using the proposed approach for large power system. The PCA
approach requires a priori additional information of dynamic
characteristics of the system to identify the coherent group of
generators accurately [20], [21].
Although some of the measurement-based coherency iden-
tification methods in the literature are reliable in clustering the
coherent group of generators in near real time, none of these
approaches demonstrate their accuracy and robustness in the
presence of noise. The existence of noise in measured signals
affects the accuracy of the coherency identification technique.
This is an important issue because the measured signals from
the system have significant noise. Hence, it is important to
ensure that the coherency identification technique is robust in
the presence of measurement noise in the signals.
III. COHERENCY IN INTERCONNECTED POWER SYSTEM
Power system network is formed by the interconnection
of two or more commercial areas through inter utility trans-
mission links. After a system disturbance, some generators
in the interconnected power system have tendency to swing
in unison. These generators are clustered into a coherent
group, which has fairly similar time-domain response trends.
The coherent groups of generators are formed by identifying
the closely coupled generators from the angle component of
the eigenvectors related to low frequency electromechanical
oscillatory mode of the system, known as inter-area mode.
However, it is difficult to ascertain the coherent groups of
generators by the visual inspection of the eigenvectors of the
system.
Alternatively, the coherent areas in the power network can
be determined by observing the generator rotor angle and bus
voltage, which have most consistent pattern over all the inter-
area modes. This is realized with the help of the direction
cosine method [3]. The direction cosine method works on
the assumption that the coherent groups of generators are
relatively insensitive to the disturbance. Hence, the coherent
groups of generators are formed by performing the eigenvalue
analysis of the linearised model of the system in order to
obtain the rows of the eigenvectors corresponding to the
generator angle. Then, these rows of the eigenvectors are used
to calculate the direction cosine with respect to the inter-area
mode of oscillation. The phase angle of the eigenvectors for
coherent groups of generators are close to each other. The two
coherent groups have more than 90 degrees of angle separating
them. Although this technique has a strong theoretical founda-
tion of coherency identification, implementing such technique
requires very accurate model of the study system.
On the other hand, the measurement-based methods, cluster
coherent groups of generators and buses by analysing the
measured signals obtained from the networks. The approach
proposed in [20], [21] used a multivariate analysis technique
called Principal Component Analysis (PCA). It is used to
identify the coherent groups of generators and buses, hence
coherent areas of the interconnected power system. PCA
highlights the clusters of generators and buses displaying
common features in the measurements. However, the approach
is unable to identify the accurate coherent areas without the
priori information of inter-area mode of the system. Hence,
the PCA method requires the assistance of Hilbert transform
(HT) technique and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to
extract the instantaneous attributes of inter-area oscillations.
The method is simple and does not require detailed system
modelling information. The approach accurately identifies the
coherent areas of the system through visual inspection of the
three-dimensional coherency plot. However, its performance
in the presence of noise in the measurement is inconsistent.
In this paper, the coherent groups of generators and buses
are obtained by analysing the measurements using ICA, a
multivariate analysis tool that is better than PCA. The ICA
extracts a set of independent signals from its input signals
while PCA finds a set of uncorrelated signals from a set
of mixtures. Lack of correlation is a weaker property
than the independence. Independence implies a lack of
correlation but a lack of correlation does not imply
independence. This advantage allows better extraction of
frequency components from the measured signals. Thus, the
ICA is able to obtain accurate coherent groups of generators
3and buses without prior knowledge of modal characteristic
of the system. The technique is completely data driven and
adaptive.
The direction cosine and PCA approaches will be used to
compare the results obtained using the ICA method proposed
in this paper.
IV. COHERENCY IDENTIFICATION USING ICA
The ICA is a data driven computation technique that re-
covers a set of data, without any prior information about
either the sources or the mixing parameters of the system
that has the data as its output. The ICA seeks to estimate the
sources by assuming that the output are dominated by a set
of hidden sources which are statistically independent of each
other and contribute to each output. Unlike other multivariate
analysis techniques, the ICA looks for components that are
both statistically independent and non-Gaussian. The ICA has
earlier been used to compute the damping and frequency of
low oscillatory mode in power system [22].
In this paper, a special type of ICA called spectral ICA is
used to identify the coherent areas in interconnected power
system. In spectral ICA, different independent components
(ICs) consist of different spectral peaks. A component with
a single spectral peak is more dominant in terms of non-
Gaussianity than a component with multiple peaks. Thus, max-
imising the non-Gaussianity of ICs in spectral ICA will result
in the preferential decomposition of single-peak and narrow-
band ICs. A spectrum can be extracted into a combination of
spectrum-like and single-peak ICs by means of spectral ICA.
The spectral ICA uses normalised power spectra of the
measured time trend signals in the analysis such that each of
the resulting estimated source or IC, is a narrowband spectrum
with one sharp peak in the frequency domain. Each IC
corresponds to a frequency of the estimated oscillatory source.
Hence, the ICA decomposition on the power spectra of signal,
sampled at different measurement points, is able to separate
the measured signals into their various frequency components.
The extraction of the dominant narrow-band peaks from the
power spectra of the signal using the spectral ICA is superior
to the extraction of the oscillatory sources by time-domain
ICA. This is because, the spectral ICA is invariant to the time
delays and phase lags, unlike the time-domain ICA [23].
There are other means of obtaining dominant mono-fre-
quency components for the signals such as masking signal-
based Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [24] or other
band-pass filtering techniques. The advantage of spectral ICA
is it does not require a priori knowledge of the modes present
in the signal. Spectral ICA decomposes the entire frequency
spectrum of the signals into the mono-frequency components
for further analysis. The main aim of this approach is to
determine independent sources of similar spectral signature,
which represent slow oscillatory modes of the system.
The row vectors of data matrix for the spectral ICA model,
are single sided power spectra of the mean centred time trends
over a range of frequency, up to the Nyquist frequency:
X(f) =


P1(f1) · · · P1(fN )
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Pm(f1) · · · Pm(fN )

 (1)
The power spectrum can be obtained using Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) to the mean centred time trend. Then, each
power spectrum is normalised such that:
N∑
k=1
Pi(fk) = 1, i = 1, 2, · · ·m (2)
Each vector in X is a linear mixture of hidden and inde-
pendent process. Each process forms a row vector in S. Each
row in S is an IC. These processes are represented by an ICA
mixing model given by:
X(f) = Am×n


s1
s2
.
.
.
sn

 = Am×nS (3)
Where, A is an unknown m × n matrix of full rank,
called the mixing matrix. The main aim of ICA is then to
estimate S and the mixing matrix, A from the observed
normalised power spectrum, X. Estimating the mixing matrix
A can be simplified by performing a preliminary sphering or
prewhitening the observed data, X. The observed data X is
linearly transformed to V given by:
V = MX = MAS = BS (4)
The correlation matrix E{VVT } equals unity which means
that the elements of V are mutually uncorrelated. The problem
of finding an arbitrary full-rank matrix A has been reduced to
the simpler problem finding an orthogonal matrix B. If the i-
th column of B is denoted by bi, the i-th IC can be computed
from the observed V as:
si = (bi)
TV (5)
Fast fixed algorithm [25] is used to estimate the value of
bi which maximise the kurtosis of (bi)TV. This algorithm
uses a very simple yet highly efficient fixed point iteration
technique.
However, the sign and magnitude of the ICs obtained are
not unique. So, additional constraints are imposed to the ICA
mixing model for physically meaningful results. All ICs are
adjusted to have positive peak values to enhance visualisation.
The mixing matrix is also scaled so that the relationships
between the spectral signatures and ICs are easily identified.
A. Sign modification
The sign of the ICs is first manipulated, by imposing
additional constraints on the ICs and incorporate this into A to
preserve the original relationships. Now, the spectral signitures
are represented as:
X = QP (6)
4where,
Q = Adiag(SN1, SN2, . . . , SNn) (7a)
P = diag(SN1, SN2, . . . , SNn)S (7b)
The SNj (j = 1, . . . , n) represents the sign of the dominant
peak of every ICs. The main reason for doing this sign
modification is because the amplitude of a physical oscillation
sources is positive by definition. Hence, it must have a positive
magnitude in the frequency domain.
B. Scaling
The modified mixing matrix, Q, represents the relative ra-
tios in which spectral source frequencies exist in the measured
signals. However, it will be more meaningful, if the mixing
ratio of one signal is relatively compared to the other signals
for each spectral source. This is realised by normalising the
maximum value of each column of Q = [q1 q2 . . . qn]
to unity as follow:
T = Qdiag(∆−1
1
,∆−1
2
, . . . ,∆−1n ) (8a)
C = diag(∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆n)P (8b)
where,
∆j = ‖qj‖∞, j = 1, . . . n (9)
hence,
X = TC (10)
C is the modified and sign corrected S. It is interesting to
note that, each row of X is the weighted combination of
all rows in C, which represent the ICs. Hence, X is the
weighted combination of all ICs. The weight coming from the
corresponding row element of T is used to plot the coherent
groups of generators and buses in the system.
C. Order sorting
The order of the ICs is inconsistent every time the algorithm
converges [26]. The reason is, both ICs and mixing matrix are
unknown and can freely change from one convergence run to
another. This affects the performance of the algorithm in order
to visualise the coherency property of the system. To deal
with this issue, the ICs (after peak adjustment and scaling)
are sorted according to their dominance. In order to visualize
the system coherent groups in three-dimensional spaces, only
three most dominant ICs are being considered. Now, the ICA
decomposition is represented using the following equation:
X =


t1,1
.
.
.
ti,1

 c′1 +


t1,2
.
.
.
ti,2

 c′2 +


t1,3
.
.
.
ti,3

 c′3 +E (11)
The first part in (11) involving c′
1
, c′
2
and c′
3
represents the
most dominant three ICs. Since visualization is restricted to
maximum of three dimensions, only three most dominant ICs
are considered. The last part, E represents the rest of the pro-
cess. Although important, it could not be accommodated for
visualization purposes. 3-tuple (ti,1, ti,2 and ti,3) is a point
in three-dimensional dominant IC space. The IC space has
the advantage of displaying coherent groups as tightly formed
cluster. All 3-tuples from different rows of T are plotted in the
IC space. 3-tuples that are close to each other in the IC space
represent coherent signals. Since each row represents a signal
from a generator or bus, all the generators or buses captured in
the cluster form the coherent groups. This formation of clus-
ter is used to identify coherent area in a large interconnected
power system. Apart from this graphical way of obtaining the
coherent groups, there can be ways of obtaining them quanti-
tatively such as through k-mean clustering approach [27] etc.
However, the scope in this paper is limited to graphical means
of representing coherency.
V. APPLICATION, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Application on simulated data
This section presents the application of the proposed method
to a test system model. The 16-machine 68-bus system model
is considered as the test system. The bus data, line data
and dynamic characteristics of the system are in [3]. Fig.
1 shows the single line diagram of the system. Nonlinear
simulations of the test system were performed in Matlab
Simulink. The disturbance considered for this study was ten
percent increment of mechanical input torque for 80 ms to
each generator. Coherency being a slow post-fault dynamic
process, a small perturbation will suffice to simulate them
[28]. For coherency identification, the generator speed sig-
nals from 16-machines subjected to the disturbance were
recorded accordingly. Coherency primarily originates from
the electromechanical swings of the generators following a
disturbance. It extends beyond transient stability time scale
of 3-5 seconds particularly in a large interconnected power
system with poorly damped or undamped inter-area modes.
In order to effectively monitor the system behaviour after a
disturbance, typically a 20 seconds time window is adequate
[29]. The choice of sampling frequency is also important. In
this paper, 100 Hz was used as recommended in the recent
IEEE Standard for Synchrophasor Measurements for Power
Systems C37.118.1-2011 [30]. The time trends in Fig. 2 are
used to construct the data matrix.
The proposed method was applied to the measured data,
to obtain the matrices T and C in (10). Fig. 3 displays the
three most dominant ICs of the system. Physically, the three
most dominant ICs were the slowest mode of oscillation in
the system. The peak of IC1 was at 0.05 Hz, represents the
stationary mode of the system, while IC2 and IC3, both
peaks at 0.34 Hz and 0.54 Hz respectively, represent low
frequency inter-area mode of oscillations. The inclusion of
stationary mode to identify the coherency is necessary [3],
[8]. Each spectral signature of the machine speed data was
the combination of one or more of these ICs. The columns of
mixing matrix, T, represent the amount of each IC in each
spectral signature of input data. The plot of the elements of
T in three-dimensional plot, helps to visualise the coherent
groups in the system.
1) Generator Coherency: Fig. 4 shows the three-
dimensional plot of the modified mixing matrix, T. It is
observed that the first nine generators, G1 to G9 are well
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separated from other generators. This set of generators formed
a coherent group namely Area 1 (NETS). The location of
the first nine generators in the three-dimensional space has
relatively similar ratio in the three most dominant ICs. On
the other hand, G10 to G13 are close to each other and form
another group of coherent generators namely Area 2 (NYPS).
The other three equivalent machines: G14, G15 and G16 form
three separate coherent groups namely Area 3, Area 4 and
Area 5 respectively, at the far end of the three-dimensional
plot. The cluster of coordinates of the mixing matrix, T in
the three-dimensional plot represent the coherent groups of
generators in the system.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF COHERENT AREAS FOR 16-MACHINE 68-BUS SYSTEM
MODEL
Group Coherent Generators Coherent Buses
1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ,9 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 37,
52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62,
63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68
2 10, 11, 12, 13 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 61
3 14 14, 41
4 15 15, 42
5 16 16, 18
2) Bus Coherency: The proposed method is also applied to
another case of data matrix defined by the phase angle of bus
voltage measurements. Fig. 5 displays the bus coherency of
16-machine 68-bus system model identified using the proposed
method. It is clearly seen from the figure that there are five
clusters of phase angle measurement, namely as Area 1, Area
2, Area 3, Area 4 and Area 5 respectively. Area 1 and Area
2 consist of large number of buses, whereas the other three
clusters (Area 3, Area 4 and Area 5) only consist of a pair of
buses. It can be observed that some of the buses from Area
2 are moving towards Area 3. These buses demonstrate weak
dynamic coupling with other buses in Area 2. It is also worth
mentioning that, these buses are also electrically and physi-
cally close with the buses in Area 3. Table I summarises the
coherent area of the test system.
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B. Application on actual WAMS data
The proposed method is applied to the Phasor Measure-
ment Units (PMUs) data from UK University-based Wide-
Area Measurement System [31]. The WAMS consists of
four main PMUs geographically located at the respective
research laboratory of University of Strathclyde in Glasgow,
(UoS), University of Birmingham in Midland (UoB), The
University of Manchester in Manchester (UoM) and Imperial
College London in London (ICL) as illustrated in Fig.6. The
Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC) is installed in Ljubljana
(Slovenia) and gathers data from all PMUs using standard
internet communication network. On 2nd September 2010, a
sudden mismatch in load-generation occurred. Fig. 7 shows
the recorded wide area measurements obtained from PMUs at
ICL, UoB and UoS capturing this event. Unfortunately, the
PMU at UoM was not in service during this particular time.
From Fig. 8, it can be clearly observed that measurement
can be classified into two different coherent groups. Group 1
consists of PMU measurement located at UoS while Group 2
consists of PMU measurements located at UoB and ICL. Fig.
9 shows the angle differences between ICL and UoS, UoB and
UoS, ICL and UoB.
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The sampling frequency is set at 50 Hz, however the system
frequency was hovering around 50 Hz. The difference in the
frequency led to time variation in the phase angle recording as
can be seen in Fig. 7. The proposed method is applied to the
data starting from 30th second until 50th second (time win-
dows of 20 seconds). The event occurred during this particular
time window. Fig. 8 shows the coherency plot of the actual
WAMS data using the proposed method. It can be observed
from Fig. 9 that the phase difference between ICL-UoS and
UoB-UoS have similar time-trend triggered by the mismatch in
load-generation in the system. The phase difference between
ICL and UoB shows nearly constant angle of about 20 de-
grees except for 36th and 45th second reflecting changes in the
mismatch value, possibly due to generation control action in
the system. From these observations, the PMU measurements
from ICL and UoB confirm coherent behaviour. Thus, these
two measurement points are grouped into a same coherent
group. On the other hand, PMU measurement from UoS is
grouped into a different coherent group. The coherent group of
generator from this observation validate the results of coherent
groups obtained using proposed method as shown in Fig. 8.
It is also important to put this observation into the historical
context of Scotland-England inter-area oscillations. It is well
understood and observed over the years that there is about 0.5
Hz of oscillation between Scotland and England generations
[32]. Thus, these two systems belong to different coherent
groups. The PMUs located at UoB and ICL are part of the
English grid, while PMU located at UoS is part of Scottish
grid. This observation is consistent with the result obtained
using the proposed method on the PMU data at those loca-
tions. Hence, the proposed method in this paper works well
to identify the coherent groups on the practical data mixed
7with inherent noise obtained through university-based wide-
area measurement system.
Eventually, all of the transmission substations in the UK grid
are expected to have PMU commissioned. It will be possible,
under that situation, to obtain full bus and generator coherency
groups which will be useful for the National Grid, the grid
operator in the UK, for any pro-active control decision.
VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this section, the accuracy of the coherent groups, ob-
tained using the ICA method is compared with the results
obtained using model-based direction cosine method [3] and
measurement-based PCA approach [20], [21]. The PCA ap-
proach will also be used to demonstrate the impact of noise
towards the accuracy of the measurement-based coherency
identification. Using identical operating condition, the 16-
machine 68-bus test system model is used for this evaluation.
A. Direction Cosine
In direction cosine, the coherent generators are identified by
observing the entries in coherency matrix that have direction
cosine close to unity. The difference between the direction
cosine of one generator to the other generator that belong
to the same coherent group is very small. But, if the differ-
ence is quite noticeable, the two generators will belong to
different groups. From the eigenvalue analysis of linearised
system model, the rows of the eigenvectors correspond to the
generator angle state variables with respect to the slow modes
of oscillations, having the same length, n, the direction cosine
is defined as:
dcv =
∑m
i=1 w1iw2i√∑p
i=1 w
2
1i
∑p
i=1 w
2
2i
(12)
Generators belonging to the same coherent group will have
angle of w close to each other. When normalised by the
dominator in (12), dcv for each generator will be closed to
unity. The details can be found in [3].
B. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The PCA is applied to decompose the measured data of X
into several orthogonal time trends, W′. These time trends
are multi-mode components. The PCA decomposition of the
measured data alone is insufficient to find accurate groups of
coherent generators. Thus, the PCA requires additional infor-
mation of dynamic characteristics of the system. Combination
of Hilbert Transform and Empirical Mode Decomposition
(HT-EMD) has been used to obtain the information. HT-
EMD extract these dynamic characteristics of the system from
the measured data. Frequency, phase and damping (dynamic
characteristics) are used to truncate the PCA description as
follows,
X = TW′ = T(RM′) = TnM
′ = Tn


c1
.
.
.
ck

 (13)
where,
cj(t) = e
−ζ2pifnt cos((2pifn
√
1− ζ2) + φ) (14)
For j = 1, 2, . . . k, fn, φ and ζ represent the frequency,
phase and damping of the system modes, respectively.
C. Comparison
For measurement-based approach (PCA and ICA), the
machine speed signals of 16-machine 68-bus system model
sampled at every 10 ms for 20 s were used as the input. Ten
percent increment of mechanical torque for 80 ms disturbance
was considered for this study. The results obtained using
proposed method is given in Fig. 10b, while the coherent
generators groups acquired using the PCA approach is given
in Fig. 10a. The coherency matrix obtained using the direction
cosine method is given in Table II.
In Fig. 10a, it is shown that the ICA method proposed in
this paper, clustered the test system into five coherent groups
of generators. First nine generators (G1 to G9) form a group
of coherent generators, while G10 to G13 form another group
of generators. The other three generators, G14, G15, and G16
each forms a single coherent group. Similar groups of coherent
generators can be observed in Fig. 10b, where PCA approach
is used to identify coherent groups in the system, based on
the generator speed data. The coherency matrix obtained using
direction cosine method in Table II also segregates the system
into five different groups of coherent generators. The five
groups are in bold.
Results show that the proposed ICA method, clustered the
system into five coherent groups of generators. This implies
that, the results obtained using coherency identification tech-
nique proposed in this paper, matches with the coherent groups
of generators obtained in measurement-based PCA technique
and model-based direction cosine method.
D. Performance under noise
The effectiveness of any data-driven method is very much
influenced by the noise present in the data. It is worthwhile to
assess the performance of the ICA and PCA in the presence of
noise. The same measured data are used for this study with the
addition of white Gaussian noise with Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) of 25. Both PCA and ICA are used to identify coherent
groups of generators after the disturbance.
Fig. 11a shows the coherency plot obtained with the ICA
method, while Fig. 11b shows the coherency plot obtained with
the PCA method. The results indicate that the PCA method
shows limitation in identifying the same coherent groups of
generators with the presence of noise in the measured data.
Since the choice of SNR=25 is arbitrary, the test is repeated
using different values of SNR. It is observed with SNR=50,
the PCA method produces visibly better coherent clusters than
it does with SNR=25. The visibility of the coherent clusters
produced by the ICA is not affected by the level of noise in the
data. This demonstrates that the noise in measured signals has
significant influence in the results of measurement-based coh-
erency identification technique. Nevertheless, it can be noticed
that the coherency plot of ICA approach proposed in this paper
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GENERATORS COHERENCY MATRIX USING DIRECTION COSINE
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12 G13 G14 G15 G16
G1 1.000 0.982 0.982 0.984 0.980 0.981 0.982 0.999 0.989 0.935 0.915 0.869 0.848 0.700 0.648 0.709
G2 0.982 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.999 0.852 0.824 0.764 0.738 0.633 0.590 0.613
G3 0.982 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.999 0.852 0.824 0.764 0.738 0.633 0.590 0.613
G4 0.984 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.989 0.999 0.857 0.830 0.770 0.745 0.635 0.593 0.618
G5 0.980 0.999 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.985 0.998 0.846 0.818 0.757 0.731 0.626 0.586 0.605
G6 0.981 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.999 0.850 0.822 0.762 0.736 0.631 0.589 0.611
G7 0.982 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.999 0.853 0.825 0.764 0.739 0.632 0.590 0.613
G8 0.999 0.987 0.987 0.989 0.985 0.987 0.987 1.000 0.993 0.923 0.902 0.853 0.831 0.694 0.639 0.696
G9 0.989 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.993 1.000 0.873 0.846 0.788 0.763 0.653 0.601 0.637
G10 0.935 0.852 0.852 0.857 0.846 0.850 0.853 0.923 0.873 1.000 0.998 0.981 0.968 0.766 0.701 0.836
G11 0.915 0.824 0.824 0.830 0.818 0.822 0.825 0.902 0.846 0.998 1.000 0.990 0.980 0.747 0.707 0.840
G12 0.869 0.764 0.764 0.770 0.757 0.762 0.764 0.853 0.788 0.981 0.990 1.000 0.998 0.685 0.678 0.797
G13 0.848 0.738 0.738 0.745 0.731 0.736 0.739 0.831 0.763 0.968 0.980 0.998 1.000 0.653 0.668 0.771
G14 0.700 0.633 0.633 0.635 0.626 0.631 0.632 0.694 0.653 0.766 0.747 0.685 0.653 1.000 0.594 0.742
G15 0.648 0.590 0.590 0.593 0.586 0.589 0.590 0.639 0.601 0.701 0.707 0.678 0.668 0.594 1.000 0.668
G16 0.709 0.613 0.613 0.618 0.605 0.611 0.613 0.696 0.637 0.836 0.840 0.797 0.771 0.742 0.668 1.000
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Fig. 10. Comparison of measurement based coherency identification tech-
nique
are able to cluster the generators into their respective coherent
groups even with the presence of noise in the measured data.
The direction cosine method is not a data-driven method, thus
it is not relevant for noise performance analysis.
The ratio between the measured signals and the low fre-
quency components in the system, dictate the coherent groups
of generators. The ICA approach finds a set of ICs from
the measured signals, results in the preferential extraction
of mono-frequency components. This is not the case with
PCA approach. As noise can be considered as a frequency
process, the PCA approach is unable to identify the accurate
coherent groups of generators in the system. The consistency
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Fig. 11. Performance using measurements data with the presence of noise
and robustness of the performance of the method in the
presence of noise are important attributes for measurement-
based coherency identification tool as the presence of the noise
in measured data is inevitable.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A measurement-based coherency identification technique in
interconnected power system is proposed. The approach is
based on the application of independent component analysis
(ICA) technique to extract the coherency property of the
system from wide-area generator speed and bus voltage angle
signals. The mixing ratio of independent components (ICs)
extracted using the proposed ICA method is used to cluster
9the generators and buses displaying the common features in
the measured signals into their coherent areas.
The accuracy of this analysis is validated by comparing the
results with the direction cosine method and PCA approach. It
is found out that the presence of noise in the measured data,
influences the accuracy of the results obtained using the PCA.
On the other hand, the ICA method accurately identifies the
coherent groups of generators even with the presence of noise
in the measured data. The proposed method also works well
with the practical data gathered through UK University-based
Wide-Area Measurement System. The method is simple and
does not require detailed system modelling information. Con-
trolled islanding scheme minimizes the frequency and impact
of wide-area blackout by separating the system into several
islands in controlled manner. The coherency information can
be utilized to select the boundary for implementing controlled
islanding scheme.
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